


Have a look at the at 
our jigsaw charter. We 
are going to use this at 
the beginning of every 
lesson.  



Does your mind 
feel calm and 

ready to learn? 



What do you think the song 
is trying to teach us about 

being healthy?



A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T

U
W
X
Y
Z

Can you think of a 
food for each letter 

of the alphabet?



Draw a grid like this into your book and put the food into the right 
category

Healthy Unhealthy

Can you put some of the 
foods from the alphabet 

game into the grid?



Unhealthy choices

• What do the unhealthy foods all have in 
common?

• Do we need these foods in our diet?

• Why?

• What could happen to the balance of the 
body if a person takes in too much sugar and 
saturated fat, but doesn’t do enough exercise 
to use it?

• Does making a healthier choice feel good? 
Why might that be?



Calories
• Our bodies need energy from food and drink but we have to

make sure that we take in the right amounts so our bodies stay 
healthy and in balance. 

• Has anyone heard of calories before? What are they?

• A calorie is a unit of energy. When you hear something 

contains 100 calories, it's a way of describing how much 

energy your body could get from eating or drinking it.



Food labels will always show 
how many calories there are 
in that food. This helps us to
choose healthy options. Can 
you see how many calories 

are on these labels?

Ask an adult for a tin or 
packet of something from the 
cupboard. Can you find how 

many calories it has? 



• Can you identify the food labels and the amounts of energy in each food?

• How much sugar and fat is in each food? 

• We especially need to try limit the amount of sugary foods we eat every 
day to stay healthy and keep our bodies in balance. We should try to 
choose foods and treats that are sugar free or have labels that say ‘no 
added sugar’. 

• Why is sugar bad for our teeth?

Let’s look at these foods from Miss Bradley’s kitchen…



• Calories:

• Fat:

• Sugar: 

Some food labels also have a 
red/amber/ green labelling style It is 
healthier to choose foods with more 

green and amber labels, than red 
because they will have more sugar/fat 

in. 



• Calories:

• Fat:

• Sugar: 



• Calories:

• Fat:

• Sugar: 



• Calories:

• Fat:

• Sugar: 

How do we know 
that this isn’t a 
healthy food?



• Calories:

• Fat:

• Sugar: 



• Calories:

• Fat:

• Sugar: 



• Calories:

• Fat:

• Sugar: 



• Calories:

• Fat:

• Sugar: 

Is this a healthy 
choice?



• Calories:

• Fat:

• Sugar: 

Is this a healthy 
choice?



What do we think about 
Miss Bradley’s foods?

Is there a good balance?

What could she change? 



How much sugar? 



Answers.. • Which has the most sugar?
• Which has the least sugar?
• Are you surprised by some of 

the amounts of sugar in some 
of the foods? 

• Are some foods better 
choices than others? 

• What can we do to check the 
amount of sugar in some 
foods before we eat them? 
Are there healthier ‘swaps’ 
we could make for some of 
these foods? 

• Is it still OK to eat high sugar 
foods sometimes?


